Reinforced for greater resilience: MEYLE-HD strut mount kit for VW T5 and T6

Full-service kit allows for VW Transporter V models (built 04/03-11/09) to be retrofitted with VW Transporter VI type strut mounts (built 04/15-today)

The drive and suspension components on VW vans are subject to particularly heavy stress. Take for example the strut mount: With a high centre of gravity typical of the T5 and T6 models, the strut mounts are put under considerable strain when cornering, driving off or braking, even when the vehicle is empty. Driving under a heavy load will substantially increase the forces acting on these parts – making it almost inevitable that parts wear out prematurely. To remedy the problem, MEYLE has designed an all-in-one MEYLE-HD repair kit offering full compatibility with both VW van models. Features of the MEYLE-HD strut mount:

• The larger number of balls in the rolling bearing allows for acting loads to be distributed more evenly, thereby increasing the mount’s overall load-carrying capacity and ultimately part life.
• Unlike the cast-metal OE design, the spring plate of the MEYLE part is forged making it much more robust and eliminating the risk of crack formation.

MEYLE-HD strut mount kit complete with rolling bearing, forged spring plate and strut mount
MEYLE ref.: 100 641 1002/HD (short no.: MCX0561HD)

Information

The MEYLE-HD strut mount kit components are specially chosen to offer full backward compatibility with the VW T5 model. The kit delivers genuine customer value for all T5 drivers struggling with premature strut mount failure resulting from the insufficiently designed OE part. Retrofitting the T5 with the considerably more robust T6 strut mount helps avoid frequent costly repairs.

4-year guarantee on all MEYLE-HD parts!